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Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
This lush book of photography represents National Geographic's Photo Ark, a major cross-platform initiative and lifelong
project by photographer Joel Sartore to make portraits of the world's animals-especially those that are endangered. His
powerful message, conveyed with humor, compassion, and art- to know these animals is to save them.Sartore intends to
photograph every animal in captivity in the world. He is circling the globe, visiting zoos and wildlife rescue centers to create
studio portraits of 12,000 species, with an emphasis on those facing extinction. He has photographed more than 6,000
already and now, thanks to a multi-year partnership with National Geographic, he may reach his goal. This book showcases
his animal portraits- from tiny to mammoth, from the Florida grasshopper sparrow to the greater one-horned rhinoceros.
Paired with the eloquent prose of veteran wildlife writer Douglas Chadwick, this book presents a thought-provoking
argument for saving all the species of our planet.

Do You Really Need It?
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he
told a lie and who wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a
block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log,
Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a
marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a
boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's
literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version
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full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.

Shark Tales
The Great Recession threatened the well-being of tens of millions of Americans, dramatically weakened the working class,
hollowed out the middle class, and strengthened the position of the very wealthy. Against this backdrop, the hit reality show
Shark Tank premiered in 2009. Featuring ambitious entrepreneurs chasing support from celebrity investors, the show
offered a version of the American Dream that still seemed possible to many, where a bright idea and a well-honed pitch
could lift a bootstrap business to new heights of success. More than a decade later, Shark Tank still airs regularly on
multiple networks, and its formula has sparked imitators everywhere, from elite universities to elementary school
classrooms. In Entertaining Entrepreneurs, Daniel Horowitz shows how Shark Tank's version of entrepreneurship disguises
and distorts the opportunities and traps of capitalism. Digging into today's cult of the entrepreneur, Horowitz charts its rise
from the rubble of economic crisis and its spread as a mainstay of American culture, and he explores its flawed view of
what it really takes to succeed in business. Horowitz offers more than a look at one television phenomenon. He is the
perfect guide to the portrayal of entrepreneurship in business school courses, pitch competitions, popular how-to books,
and scholarly works, as well as the views of real-world venture capitalists.

Runnin' Rebel
“The wildest college basketball story ever told.” —Adrian Wojnarowski

Invent It, Sell It, Bank It!
The nation's #1 real estate broker and charismatic costar of Bravo's Million Dollar Listing New York shares his secrets on
how to be successful. In the ten years since moving from Sweden to New York City, with no experience in real estate and no
contacts, Fredrik Eklund has transformed himself into the best seller in the most competitive real estate market on the
planet. In The Sell, Eklund leverages his years of experience to create the go-to manual for self-promotion and sales. At the
core of the book are chapters tied to Eklund's 10-step program for "selling anything to everyone," and he shares his secrets
on everything from personal authenticity and looking your very best to crafting the perfect sales pitch, negotiating with
savvy, and closing deals promptly and efficiently . . . lest they slip away. Whether you're just starting a job as a sales rep at
Verizon, navigating your career as an executive or entrepreneur, or hitting your stride closing big transactions as a banker
at Goldman Sachs, The Sell will show you how to improve your game and radically increase the money you're bringing
home. The Sell is a vital resource for anyone who wants to have an impact in his or her personal and professional life, with a
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razor-sharp focus on selling: selling yourself--or your brand--no matter your background.

The Photo Ark
Who’s the loudest animal in this fiercely fun book of noises? With colourful, concentric finger holes on every page, this
sounds book with an exciting rhyming text introduces toddlers to animal sounds and makes learning come alive!

Million Dollar Women
Combining rich historical detail and a harrowing, pulse-pounding narrative, Close to Shore brilliantly re-creates the summer
of 1916, when a rogue Great White shark attacked swimmers along the New Jersey shore, triggering mass hysteria and
launching the most extensive shark hunt in history. In July 1916 a lone Great White left its usual deep-ocean habitat and
headed in the direction of the New Jersey shoreline. There, near the towns of Beach Haven and Spring Lake--and, incredibly,
a farming community eleven miles inland--the most ferocious and unpredictable of predators began a deadly rampage: the
first shark attacks on swimmers in U.S. history. For Americans celebrating an astoundingly prosperous epoch, fueled by the
wizardry of revolutionary inventions, the arrival of this violent predator symbolized the limits of mankind's power against
nature. Interweaving a vivid portrait of the era and meticulously drawn characters with chilling accounts of the shark's five
attacks and the frenzied hunt that ensued, Michael Capuzzo has created a nonfiction historical thriller with the texture of
Ragtime and the tension of Jaws. From the unnerving inevitability of the first attack on the esteemed son of a prosperous
Philadelphia physician to the spine-tingling moment when a farm boy swimming in Matawan Creek feels the sandpaper-like
skin of the passing shark, Close to Shore is an undeniably gripping saga. Heightening the drama are stories of the resulting
panic in the citizenry, press and politicians, and of colorful personalities such as Herman Oelrichs, a flamboyant millionaire
who made a bet that a shark was no match for a man (and set out to prove it); Museum of Natural History ichthyologist John
Treadwell Nichols, faced with the challenge of stopping a mythic sea creature about which little was known; and, most
memorable, the rogue Great White itself moving through a world that couldn't conceive of either its destructive power or its
moral right to destroy. Scrupulously researched and superbly written, Close to Shore brings to life a breathtaking, pivotal
moment in American history. Masterfully written and suffused with fascinating period detail and insights into the science
and behavior of sharks, Close to Shore recounts a breathtaking, pivotal moment in American history with startling
immediacy. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Anti 9 to 5 Guide
Second book tied to the Shark Tank show on ABC.
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Roar
The hilarious New York Times bestseller “sharply observes the lives of globe-trotting, overindulging investment bankers”
(Entertainment Weekly). “Some chick asked me what I would do with 10 million bucks. I told her I’d wonder where the rest
of my money went.” —@GSElevator For three years, the notorious @GSElevator Twitter feed offered a hilarious,
shamelessly voyeuristic look into the real world of international finance. Hundreds of thousands followed the account,
Goldman Sachs launched an internal investigation, and when the true identity of the man behind it all was revealed, it
created a national media sensation—but that’s only part of the story. Where @GSElevator captured the essence of the
banking elite with curated jokes and submissions overheard by readers, Straight to Hell adds John LeFevre’s own story—an
unapologetic and darkly funny account of a career as a globe-conquering investment banker spanning New York, London,
and Hong Kong. Straight to Hell pulls back the curtain on a world that is both hated and envied, taking readers from the
trading floors and roadshows to private planes and after-hours overindulgence. Full of shocking lawlessness, boyish antics,
and win-at-all-costs schemes, this is the definitive take on the deviant, dysfunctional, and absolutely excessive world of
finance. “Shocking and sordid—and so much fun.” —Daily News (New York) “LeFevre’s workplace anecdotes include tales of
nastiness, sabotage, favoritism, sexism, racism, expense-account padding, and legally questionable collusion.” —The New
Yorker

The Sell
It all started with a ruthless murder. An ex-boxer and petty police informer was efficiently disposed of, sending a ghastly
warning to others. That would have been the end of it, had not a shark, in a million-to-one chance, vomited up the victim's
arm in an aquarium and shone an unwelcome light into some very dark places. With so much at stake, the guilty closed
ranks and gradually, with intimidation, money, and the murder of a mate who they feared would betray them, they reimposed their control and the light was turned off again. The memory of those events and the terrible fear they inspired,
kept those who knew the truth silent unto the grave. Others have written about the Shark Arm murder but Phillip Roope and
Kevin Meagher, having digested the entire cold-case police file, reveal a very different story: an extraordinary tale of highclass smuggling, a frantic cover-up and the truth behind one of the most infamous cases in Australia. Except there were
actually two gruesome murders . . . 'The biggest tabloid shark story in the history of the world' - Peter FitzSimons 'A truly
gripping whodunnit which throws fresh light on one of Australia's most extraordinary murders.' - Kate McClymont

Shark Arm
The renowned biologist and thinker Richard Dawkins presents his most expansive work yet: a comprehensive look at
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evolution, ranging from the latest developments in the field to his own provocative views. Loosely based on the form of
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Dawkins's Tale takes us modern humans back through four billion years of life on our planet.
As the pilgrimage progresses, we join with other organisms at the forty "rendezvous points" where we find a common
ancestor. The band of pilgrims swells into a vast crowd as we join first with other primates, then with other mammals, and
so on back to the first primordial organism. Dawkins's brilliant, inventive approach allows us to view the connections
between ourselves and all other life in a bracingly novel way. It also lets him shed bright new light on the most compelling
aspects of evolutionary history and theory: sexual selection, speciation, convergent evolution, extinction, genetics, plate
tectonics, geographical dispersal, and more. The Ancestor's Tale is at once a far-reaching survey of the latest, best thinking
on biology and a fascinating history of life on Earth. Here Dawkins shows us how remarkable we are, how astonishing our
history, and how intimate our relationship with the rest of the living world.

Shark Tank Secrets to Success
This level 2, elementary Penguin Reader contains 500 words and tells the story of Amity, a quiet town near New York, that
gets terrorized by a great white shark. Policeman Brody is a good policeman and tries to close the beaches, but people
won't listen to him.

Flip
Surviving Sharks and Other Dangerous Creatures
This genre-bending national bestseller is “a horror-dystopic-philosophical mash-up, drawing comparisons to Borges, The
Matrix and Jaws” (The New York Times Magazine). Eric Sanderson wakes up in a house he doesn’t recognize, unable to
remember anything of his life. A note instructs him to call a Dr. Randle, who informs him that he is undergoing yet another
episode of memory loss, and that for the last two years—since the tragic death of his great love, Clio, while vacationing in
Greece—he’s been suffering from an acute dissociative disorder. But there may be more to the story, or it may be a
different story altogether. With the help of allies found on the fringes of society, Eric embarks on an edge-of-your-seat
journey to uncover the truth about himself and escape the predatory forces that threaten to consume him. Moving with the
pace and momentum of a superb thriller, exploring ideas about language and information, as well as identity, this is
ultimately a novel about the magnitude of love and the devastating effect of losing that love. “Paced like a thriller, it reads
like a deluge . . . Herman Melville meets Michael Crichton, or Thomas Pynchon meets Douglas Adams.” —San Francisco
Chronicle “Rousingly inventive.” —The Washington Post “Unforgettable fiction.” —Playboy “A thriller that will haunt you.”
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—GQ “Sharp and clear . . . Writing on the edge of the form.” —Los Angeles Times “Huge fun, and I gleefully recommend it.”
—Audrey Niffenegger, international–bestselling author of The Time Traveler’s Wife “Fast, sexy, intriguing, intelligent.”
—Toby Litt

Driven
Because they freed a shark caught in a net, the fearsome Shark God rescues a brother and sister from the cruel king's
imprisonment and helps them find a new, peaceful kingdom across the sea.

Lobsters
Sam and Hannah only have the holidays to find 'The One'. Their lobster. But instead of being epic, their summer is looking
awkward. They must navigate social misunderstandings, the plotting of well-meaning friends, and their own fears of being
virgins for ever to find happiness. But fate is at work to bring them together. And in the end, it all boils down to love.

Who Turned Up the Heat?
Now more than ever, the world is recognizing how strong women and girls are. How strong? In the early 1920s, Aboriginal
Alaskan expeditioner Ada Blackjack survived for two years as a castaway on an uninhabited island in the Arctic Ocean
before she was finally rescued. And she’s just one example. The Girl Who Rode a Shark: And Other Stories of Daring Women
is a rousing collection of biographies focused on women and girls who have written, explored, or otherwise plunged
headfirst into the pages of history. Undaunted by expectations, they made their mark by persevering in pursuit of their
passions. The tales come from a huge variety of times and places, from a Canadian astronaut to an Indian secret agent and
to a Balkan pirate queen who stood up to Ancient Rome. Author and activist Ailsa Ross gives readers a fun, informative
piece of nonfiction that emphasizes the boundless potential of a new generation of women. Stunning portraits by artist Amy
Blackwell accompany every biography in bold, vibrant colours.

Haroun and the Sea of Stories
The inspiring true story of Shark Tank star Barbara Corcoran--and her best advice for anyone starting a business. After
failing at twenty-two jobs, Barbara Corcoran borrowed $1,000 from a boyfriend, quit her job as a diner waitress, and started
a tiny real estate office in New York City. Using the unconventional lessons she learned from her homemaker mom, she
gradually built it into a $6 billion dollar business. Now Barbara's even more famous for the no-nonsense wisdom she offers
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to entrepreneurs on Shark Tank, ABC's hit reality TV show. Shark Tales is down-to-earth, frank, and as heartwarming as it is
smart. After reading it don't be surprised if you find yourself thinking, "If she can do it, so can I." Nothing would make
Barbara happier.

Entertaining Entrepreneurs
Presents ten true tales of surviving animal attacks.

Shark Girl
Decisions, decisions Whether you're considering the latest tech or a new car, a destination wedding or buying a house, this
runaway #1 Quebec bestseller says it all comes down to just one question: do you really need it? This common-sense guide
by a CPA and journalist combines a fresh approach with sound advice and a good dose of humour--proving that having the
right attitude to money is one of the keys to happiness. Do you need it? Do you really need it? Pierre-Yves McSween applies
this simple question to all the decisions that have a direct effect on our bank accounts. Do You Really Need It? holds up a
mirror to our life choices and their consequences. McSween questions our spending habits and assumptions, stressing the
need for a fresh outlook on building financial flexibility. Mixing sound advice with humour and a touch of philosophy,
McSween looks at some forty different topics, questioning what you Really Need: credit cards, brand-name products, a new
car (or a used one), marriage, kids, life insurance, RRSPs and TFSAs, vacations, a will. In each chapter McSween makes his
case and ends with his summary of whether you do, in fact, REALLY need it. Do You Really Need It? covers money matters
with zero BS and no holds barred, offering clever strategies for you to question consumerist impulses and fill in your
financial knowledge gaps. McSween seeks first to define the behaviour of a responsible citizen; and then to show readers
how to achieve a little more freedom in their lives--something they really, truly need.

The Girl Who Rode a Shark
The first volume in Hunter S. Thompson’s bestselling Gonzo Papers offers brilliant commentary and outrageous humor, in
his signature style. Originally published in 1979, the first volume of the bestselling “Gonzo Papers” is now back in print. The
Great Shark Hunt is Dr. Hunter S. Thompson’s largest and, arguably, most important work, covering Nixon to napalm, Las
Vegas to Watergate, Carter to cocaine. These essays offer brilliant commentary and outrageous humor, in signature
Thompson style. Ranging in date from the National Observer days to the era of Rolling Stone, The Great Shark Hunt offers
myriad, highly charged entries, including the first Hunter S. Thompson piece to be dubbed “gonzo”—“The Kentucky Derby Is
Decadent and Depraved,” which appeared in Scanlan's Monthly in 1970. From this essay a new journalistic movement
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sprang which would change the shape of American letters. Thompson's razor-sharp insight and crystal clarity capture the
crazy, hypocritical, degenerate, and redeeming aspects of the explosive and colorful ‘60s and ‘70s.

Close to Shore
Vowing to return to his father--the city storyteller--his lost gift of speech, Haroun begins a quest that introduces him to a
mad bus driver, the Shadow Warriors, and the land of darkness.

Mark Cuban
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THE REST OF YOUR LIFE? Where, and maybe more importantly, how do you want to live once you've
escaped the 9-to-5? Barbara Corcoran has built her career on knowing where people will live even before they know it
themselves! Now she turns her keen eye toward predicting "the next big thing" in real estate-where and how the over 77
million baby boomers will live when they retire. In NEXTVILLE, Corcoran identifies the top eight trends that are changing
where (and how) boomers are retiring. And she helps you figure out what's most important to you in your next placewhether it's pursuing your passions, living green, finding community, living young in a city or college town, or even staying
right in your old home town. Corcoran also delivers her signature "Barb's Rules" on where and how to get the most out of
the next great stage of our life. Let Barbara help you make the smartest real estate choices today to ensure a secure,
comfortable, and fabulously fun tomorrow.

It's Not About the Shark
NATIONAL BESTSELLER From one of the stars of ABC’s Shark Tank and QVC’s Clever & Unique Creations by Lori Greiner
comes a hands-on, nuts-and-bolts guide to getting a new product or company off the ground and making it a success. Turn
your idea into a reality. Become your own boss. Make your first million. Achieve financial freedom. Lori Greiner shows you
how. Lori Greiner is one of America’s most successful, prolific, and sought-after entrepreneurs. But before she created her
first hit product, all she had was a great idea, a tireless work ethic, and no clue how to get it to market. So Lori taught
herself everything she needed to know about bringing an invention from concept to creation to consumers in months. She
learned the ins and outs of business, manufacturing, investors, patents, marketing, and more. Now, five hundred million
dollars in retail sales later, in an honest and straightforward fashion, Lori reveals the path she took to her wealth of
experience and hard-won wisdom so that you, too, can achieve financial freedom and see your invention become reality.
Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! is a hands-on, nuts-and-bolts guide to getting a new product or company off the ground and
making it profitable. Sharing her own secret formula and personal stories along the way, she provides vital information and
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advice on topics that can often intimidate, frustrate, and stump aspiring entrepreneurs. Offering behind-the-scenes insights
into her experiences on ABC’s Shark Tank and QVC-TV’s Clever & Unique Creations by Lori Greiner, as well as valuable
lessons learned from the mistakes and triumphs of her early career, Lori proves that, with hard work and the right idea,
anyone can turn themselves into the next overnight success. So a note to all the weekend inventors, armchair CEOs, and
get-rich-quick dreamers: No more excuses! With Lori Greiner as your personal mentor, the only thing left to do is make your
product, get out there, and sell it! Inside, Lori covers such topic as . . . • Market research: Is your idea a hero or a zero?
Don’t be so fixated on the end result that you forget to make something that people actually want to buy. • Product design:
I have an idea, now what’s next? From concept to prototype to final product: How do I make it and where do I start? •
Funding: Although loans, investments, and crowd-sourcing are great ways to access cash, first tap into your own resources
as wisely as possible. • Manufacturing: Seeing your final product roll off the assembly line is a magical moment, but there
are things to watch out for so you get there in a cost-effective way. • Protecting your idea: To patent or not to patent, and
other things you can do to safeguard your idea. • The secrets to selling successfully: You got the product made, now learn
how to get people to buy it! Advance praise for Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! “I am used to dealing with Mavericks and Lori fits
the bill! Lori Greiner’s insightful and practical book, Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! should be on the required reading list for
anyone who wants to take an idea and turn it into a real business.”—Mark Cuban “While most people write a book to make
money, it’s evident in reading Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! that Lori’s goal is to share her secrets with the reader, and make
them money.”—Mark Burnett From the Hardcover edition.

Cold Hard Truth
A teenager struggles through physical loss to the start of acceptance in an absorbing, artful novel at once honest and
insightful, wrenching and redemptive. (Age 12 and up) On a sunny day in June, at the beach with her mom and brother,
fifteen-year-old Jane Arrowood went for a swim. And then everything -- absolutely everything -- changed. Now she’s
counting down the days until she returns to school with her fake arm, where she knows kids will whisper, "That’s her -that’s Shark Girl," as she passes. In the meantime there are only questions: Why did this happen? Why her? What about her
art? What about her life? In this striking first novel, Kelly Bingham uses poems, letters, telephone conversations, and
newspaper clippings to look unflinchingly at what it’s like to lose part of yourself - and to summon the courage it takes to
find yourself again.

If You Don't Have Big Breasts, Put Ribbons on Your Pigtails
A founder of the Corcoran Group real estate company describes her hard-working childhood and the lessons she learned
from her mother and through her business experiences that enabled her to become one of the most successful
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entrepreneurs in the country. Originally published as Use What You've Got. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.

Jaws
"I have known Michael for over twenty years. He has one of the smartest business minds I know. When he gives me advice,
I pay attention, and you should, too. Automatic Wealth is full of wisdom and insight filtered by a master and brought to you
in a well-written and delightful style." -John Mauldin, Editor of the bestselling book, Just One Thing: Twelve of the World's
Best Investors Reveal the One Strategy You Can't Overlook "I am not usually a fan of this kind of book. One entitled
Automatic Wealth made me suspicious. But I am a fan of Michael Masterson, and when I read the book, I was impressed.
Masterson manages to go beyond the theory to tell you exactly how real people make real money in the real world. That, I
think, is his genius. He's able to open his own eyes and see for himself what actually works. The result is original, clever,
and very helpful to anyone who is serious about building wealth." -Bill Bonner, coauthor of Empire of Debt: The Rise of an
Epic Financial Crisis "Michael Masterson has been a great friend of mine for over twenty years. I know for a fact that the
strategy he teaches is the exact same strategy he has personally used to amass extraordinary wealth and prosperity for
himself. He's reduced a normally daunting process down to six simple and unfailing steps YOU can absolutely use to vastly
and rapidly increase your financial situation, often times doubling and redoubling your wealth every few years. This book
will become your financial bible." -Jay Abraham, author of Getting Everything You Can Out of All You've Got: 21 Ways You
Can Out-Think, Out-Perform, and Out-Earn the Competition "Michael Masterson's book is brilliant and concise, packed with
breakthrough insights and unique wealth-building tips. Best of all, it's practical because it combines proven investment and
financial planning advice with street-smart business and real estate secrets." -Robert Ringer, author of Action!, Looking Out
for #1, and To Be or Not to Be Intimidated?

The Raw Shark Texts
A finalist for the 2020 PEN/Jean Stein Book Award and the PEN/Hemingway Award for Debut Novel. Named one of the Best
Books of 2020 by the New York Times (#30), the Guardian, the Boston Globe, Amazon, Oprah Magazine, Kirkus Reviews,
BBC Culture, Good Housekeeping, LitHub, Spectrum Culture, Third Place Books, Powell's Books, and Barnes and Noble. One
of Barack Obama's Favorite Books of 2020. Sharks in the Time of Saviors is a groundbreaking debut novel that folds the
legends of Hawaiian gods into an engrossing family saga; a story of exile and the pursuit of salvation from Kawai Strong
Washburn. “Old myths clash with new realities, love is in a ride or die with grief, faith rubs hard against magic, and comic
flips with tragic so much they meld into something new. All told with daredevil lyricism to burn. A ferocious debut.”
—MARLON JAMES, author of Black Leopard, Red Wolf “So good it hurts and hurts to where it heals. It is revelatory and
unputdownable. Washburn is an extraordinarily brilliant new talent.” —TOMMY ORANGE, author of There There A Barnes &
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Noble Discover, and Amazon Editors’ Pick for March 2020. Named one of the most anticipated novels for 2020 by the
Guardian and Paste Magazine. One of Book Riot’s Best Books to Give as Gifts in 2020. In 1995 Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, on a
rare family vacation, seven-year-old Nainoa Flores falls overboard a cruise ship into the Pacific Ocean. When a shiver of
sharks appears in the water, everyone fears for the worst. But instead, Noa is gingerly delivered to his mother in the jaws of
a shark, marking his story as the stuff of legends. Nainoa’s family, struggling amidst the collapse of the sugarcane industry,
hails his rescue as a sign of favor from ancient Hawaiian gods—a belief that appears validated after he exhibits puzzling
new abilities. But as time passes, this supposed divine favor begins to drive the family apart: Nainoa, working now as a
paramedic on the streets of Portland, struggles to fathom the full measure of his expanding abilities; further north in
Washington, his older brother Dean hurtles into the world of elite college athletics, obsessed with wealth and fame; while in
California, risk-obsessed younger sister Kaui navigates an unforgiving academic workload in an attempt to forge her
independence from the family’s legacy. When supernatural events revisit the Flores family in Hawai’i—with tragic
consequences—they are all forced to reckon with the bonds of family, the meaning of heritage, and the cost of survival.

The Shark God
"American women are starting businesses at nearly twice the rate that men are, but only three percent of female business
owners have revenues of over one million dollars. Most women entrepreneurs are stuck at the 'mom and pop' level, just
getting by, or in many cases, running out of cash. Julia Pimsleur shares her story of building her own company and raising
millions in capital in a guide for women like her who have a great idea and need to find the resources to take it into the big
leagues"--Amazon.com.

Use what You've Got
A founder of the Corcoran Group real estate company describes her hard-working childhood and the lessons she learned
from her mother and through her business experiences that enabled her to become one of the most successful
entrepreneurs in the country. 125,000 first printing.

Sharks in the Time of Saviors
”This book is your chance to learn from others’ mistakes.”-- Entrepreneur In the 1960s, IBM CEO Tom Watson called an
executive into his office after his venture lost $10 million. The man assumed he was being fired. Watson told him, “Fired?
Hell, I spent $10 million educating you. I just want to be sure you learned the right lessons.” There are thousands of books
about successful companies but virtually none about the lessons to be learned from those that crash and burn. Now Paul
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Carroll and Chunka Mui draw on research into more than 750 flameouts to reveal the seven biggest reasons for business
failure.

Nextville
SPECIAL DEAL!!! Buy the paperback version of the book NOW to receive the kindle version ($2.99) for FREE! Born in
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Mark Cuban would go on to become on of the biggest players in the investment and business
sectors of the United States of America. He displayed a penchant for business from a very young age and wasted no time in
rising to the top echelons of the business world. Today, Cuban is the owner of the NBA club Dallas Mavericks, Landmark
Theaters, Magnolia film production house and AXS HDTV network. Mark is the primary investor in the ABC reality TV series,
'Shark Tank'. He also authored a book titled 'How to win in the sport of businesses. Throughout this book you will learn
about the life and success stories of a Shark Billionaire- Mark Cuban. From his earlier life to how he has successfully built his
empires. Table of Contents Introduction Chapter 1: Early Life Chapter 2: Days in Dallas Chapter 3: Mark Cuban's
Professional Career - How Mark opened his first enterprise - Breaking through with AudioNet - Yahoo's takeover of
Broadcast.com Chapter 4: Mark Cuban And The Dallas Mavericks - From nobody to the hottest team! Chapter 5: Shaping
The Mavericks Future! - What did he do differently? - Focus on customers - Mark treated his players better - Cuban realized
the value of analytics in NBA - Persona as the owner Chapter 6: iPhone App Cyber Dust Chapter 7: Foray into Television and
Media - Mark Cuban on television - The Benefactor - Shark Tank Chapter 8: Lawsuit For Insider Trading Chapter 9: Political
Ideologies Chapter 10: Philanthropy Conclusion Mark Cuban's famous quotes and advices

10 True Tales: World War II Heroes
Ten true stories of heroes of World War II! Pfc. Jack Lucas -- just a teenager -- is on patrol on Iwo Jima when two grenades
land at his feet. Can he save his comrades' lives? Lt. Col. James Rudder and his Rangers are climbing a 100-foot-high cliff on
a secret D-Day mission. Can they survive the Nazis' devastating firepower? Sgt. Forrest Vosler is blinded and wounded from
an attack by German fighter planes on his crippled bomber. Can he make it home? The world was saved by these and many
more real-life heroes. You will never forget their incredible true stories.

Shark Tales
Kevin O’Leary shares invaluable secrets on entrepreneurship, business, money and life. Can you make millions just by
“visualizing yourself rich” as some business prophets suggest? Don’t buy it, says Kevin O’Leary. If you want to be a
successful entrepreneur and amass wealth, you’re going to have to work for it. But the good news is: with the right
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guidance, focus and perseverance, you can turn entrepreneurial vision into lucrative reality and have the personal freedom
that only wealth can buy. Kevin O’Leary would know. The much-feared and revered Dragon on the immensely popular show
Dragons’ Den (and Shark Tank in the U.S.) started his company in his basement with a $10,000 loan from his financially
savvy mother. A few years later, Kevin sold that company for more than four billion dollars. In this compelling, candid and,
above all else, brutally honest business memoir, Kevin provides engaging, practical advice and lessons that will give anyone
a distinct competitive edge. From the Hardcover edition.

Billion Dollar Lessons
E.P.Ís super-sensitive snout has warned him that EarthÍs thermostat has gone haywire! He sets out to see how global
warming is upsetting the balance in EarthÍs ecosystems. He sees that glaciers are melting and sea levels are rising. Some
places are flooding while others are too dry. E.P. lets us know what we can do to live Green and fight this damage before
our planet gets too hot. Looking Glass Library is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Group. Grades PreK-4.

Straight to Hell
The inspiring true story of Shark Tank star Barbara Corcoran--and her best advice for anyone starting a business. After
failing at twenty-two jobs, Barbara Corcoran borrowed $1,000 from a boyfriend, quit her job as a diner waitress, and started
a tiny real estate office in New York City. Using the unconventional lessons she learned from her homemaker mom, she
gradually built it into a $6 billion dollar business. Now Barbara's even more famous for the no-nonsense wisdom she offers
to entrepreneurs on Shark Tank, ABC's hit reality TV show. Shark Tales is down-to-earth, frank, and as heartwarming as it is
smart. After reading it don't be surprised if you find yourself thinking, "If she can do it, so can I." Nothing would make
Barbara happier.

Exam Prep for: Shark Tales ; How I Turned $1,000 into a
It's Not About the Shark opens the door to the groundbreaking science of solutions by turning problems—and how we solve
them—upside down. When we have a problem, most of us zero in, take it apart, and focus until we have it solved. David
Niven shows us that focusing on the problem is exactly the wrong way to find an answer. Putting problems at the center of
our thoughts shuts down our creative abilities, depletes stamina, and feeds insecurities. It's Not About the Shark shows us
how to transform our daily lives, our work lives, and our family lives with a simple, but rock-solid principle: If you start by
thinking about your problems, you'll never make it to a solution. If you start by thinking about a solution, you'll never worry
about your problems again. Through real-life examples and psychology research, David Niven shows us why: *Focusing on
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the problem first makes us 17 times less likely to find an answer *Being afraid of a problem is natural: we're biologically
primed to be afraid *Finding a problem creates power – which keeps you from finding a solution *Working harder actually
hides answers *Absolute confidence makes you less likely to find the answer *Looking away from a problem helps to see a
solution *Listening only to yourself is one of the best ways to find an answer Combining hard facts, good sense, and a
strong dose of encouragement, David Niven provides fresh and positive ways to think about problem solving.

Automatic Wealth
Robert Herjavec has lived the classic “rags to riches” story, from having $20 in his pocket to starting up technology
companies worth hundreds of millions of dollars. Now the star of television’s Dragons’ Den and Shark Tank, this son of
Croatian immigrants earned his incredible wealth by overcoming the odds with hard work and determination. On television,
Herjavec bankrolls the best inventions and shoots down the best of intentions. Now, he’s sharing his hard-won wisdom in
one of the most inspirational business books of recent times. In Driven, Herjavec shares the secrets that took him from his
job waiting tables to growing his nascent technology company into a world-class conglomerate, The Herjavec Group.
Herjavec’s principles are as valuable in the living room as they are in the boardroom. Anyone can succeed, on their own
terms, by following his sage but simple advice—if they’re willing to take chances, to take control of their own future and to
stay true to their own visions.

The Ancestor's Tale
FLIP, the third book in the National Bestselling Millionaire Real Estate Series (More than 500,000 copies sold!) FLIP provides
a detailed, step-by-step process to analyze each investment, identify the best improvements, accurately estimate the costs
and intelligently oversee the construction. It takes out all the guess work and almost all of the risk. Here's what industry
experts are saying about FLIP: "Read this book before you flip that house! FLIP is an indispensable step-by-step guide to
flipping houses that you will refer to again and again." -Carlos Ortiz, Executive Producer, "FLIP That House" (TLC's most
popular real estate TV show) "At HomeVestors, we're in the business of buying and selling homes for profit and I can attest
that there are few, if any, who can rival Rick's and Clay's expertise when it comes to fixing up houses for profit. This book is
a must-read for any investor." -Dr. John Hayes, President and CEO of HomeVestors of America (the largest homebuyer in
America) "FLIP is a must-read book for everyone in the real estate business. Every agent should have this book. They should
read it and master its contents. Why? Because it is the best guide ever written on how to evaluate real estate and how to
add value to a house." -Gary Keller, Founder and Chairman of the Board of Keller Williams Realty International and author of
bestselling The Millionaire Real Estate Agent and The Millionaire Real Estate Investor "For anyone looking to build wealth in
real estate, FLIP provides a step-by-step approach that really works in any market." -Loral Langemeier, bestselling author of
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The Millionaire Maker FLIP extends the national bestselling Millionaire Real Estate series with a step-by-step guide that is
quickly becoming "the model" for successfully finding, fixing and selling investment properties for profit. Based on their
involvement in over a 1,000 flips, Rick Villani and Clay Davis walk you through the proven five-stage model for successfully
flipping a house: FIND: How to select ideal neighborhoods, attract sellers, and find houses with investment potential
ANALYZE: Identify which improvements to make and analyze the profit potential of any house BUY: How to arrange
financing, present the offer, and close on the purchase FIX: A 50-step, easy-to-follow plan for fixing up houses that keeps
you on time, in budget and assures top quality SELL: How to add finishing touches to quickly sell for maximum profit Woven
through the book is an entertaining narrative that follows the flipping adventures of Samantha, Ed, Bill, Nancy, Amy and
Mitch as they find, buy, fix and sell their first investment houses. With all this plus the experience of over a thousand flips
condensed into one book, FLIP gives new investors the tools they need to avoid common pitfalls, make a profit, and enjoy
the process of house flipping. Rick Villani and Clay Davis are senior executives at HomeFixers, North America's leading real
estate rehab franchise. HomeFixers has been involved in more than 1,000 flips nationwide.

The Great Shark Hunt
Inspires women to find a more fulfilling, rewarding job that aligns with their career aspirations by offering financial advice,
helpful resources, ideas for alternative career paths, and tips for breaking into new fields. Original.
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